HEATHKIT W-6M AMPLIFIER
There was a time when the “home-built”
amplilier was the only type available to
the hi-fi enthusiast, because there were no
factory-built models for this market. These
amplifiers were also, in most instances,
home-designed, and they did not always
perform as their designers hoped. Now, of
course, there are all sizes, types, and colors
o f amplifiers available as finished products,
and all may be presumed to work satisfac
torily from the first moment they axe
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plugged in. There are still plenty of people
— this observer is one— who enjoy building
something, particularly when in doing so
we can save quite a bit of money— basically
that representing factory labor and "its
associated overhead and profit. Heath
equipment has long been noted for its
reliability, and in the new W-6M 70-watt
amplifier the results are all that could be
desired, and at a price that betokens a
considerable saving.
This amplifier, shown in Fig. 3, measures
14% inches wide, 12% inches deep, and
9% inches in height, and has a shipping
weight of 59 pounds. Most of this weight
is, as would be expected, in the two trans
formers, so it is obvious that there is no
skimping on quality. The circuit, which is
shown in Fig. 4, offers some innovations
which result in a high degree of perform
ance. The first two stages consist of the
two halves of a 12AU7, direct coupled.

The second half is the usual split-load
(cathodyne) phase splitter, and it feeds a
12AX7 voltage amplifier, which in turn
feeds a 12BH7 which is a cathode-follower
driver for the two 6550 output tubes in an
ultra-linear circuit.
The power supply uses a voltage doubler
circuit with four silicon rectifiers and more
than adequate filtering. An extra winding
on the power transformer provides 130
volts to a selenium rectifier for bias sup
ply. Plate currents in the output stage
tubes are metered, and provision is made
for balancing the two tubes by varying
the bias on the driver tubes. Conventional
output impedances of 4, 8, and 16 ohms
are available for loudspeaker loads, and an
additional 70-volt output tap is provided
for feeding large speaker distribution sys
tems. When driving loudspeaker loads, the
damping is adjustable over a range from
0.5 to 10 by means of a continuously
variable control.

Frequency response is within + 0.5 db
from 6 to 70,000 cps, with smooth rolloff
beyond these limits to ensure transient
stability. Power output is down 3 db at
about 13 cps, while harmonic distortion
remains below 0.25 per cent over the im
portant ranges, and only reaches 1 per cent
at 70 watts at frequencies of 20 and 10,000
cps. Intermodulation distortion reaches 1
per cent at about 73 watts, and at our
rating point— 2 per cent IM — the output
was measured at 81 watts. Full output is
reached with an input o f 1.1 volts, and
hum and noise measures lower than 70 db
below 1 watt.
One o f the problems encountered with
the Williamson-type circuit— comprising
the direct-coupled input pair of stages—
was its poor performance as regards over
load recover}'. This was shown by oscillo
graph traces of signal output when the
level was changed quickly from a high
value to a very low value— a condition that
is common in musical program material.
No such instability was observed with the
W-6M, however, and only the slightest
amount of ringing was noticed on 10,000cps square waves when driving a loud
speaker load, and none at all on frequencies
below 2000 cps.
Variab le Damping
The schematic of Fig. 4 shows an un
usual arrangement of the output wiring.
Note that the variable-damping-factor con
trol is a dual potentiometer, with the 10ohm section in the return side of the out
put winding. In order to maintain constant
gain as the damping factor control is
rotated, three different resistors are used
for the three low-impedance output taps.
Thus the control— which changes the ratio
of voltage feedback to current feedback—
can be calibrated directly in damping fac
tor, and gain and distortion remain con
stant for any setting of the control.
With a high-quality speaker system there
is little difference in performance as the

Fig. 4. Over-all schematic of the 70-watt Heathkit amplifier.

damping-factor control is turned, but as
the quality o f the speaker and enclosure is
lowered, the effect becomes more and more
noticeable. The higher values o f damping
factor minimize cabinet resonance and thus
reduce any boominess that might result
from poor enclosure balance. When used to
drive a number of speakers at the same
time, the damping factor should best be
operated at its maximum position.
Construction
As with other Heatlikits that we have
had persoual experience with, the W-6M
“builds” nicely. The instructions are well
written, and give the impression that once
being completed, they were possibly given
to a completely inexperienced constructor
to find out if they were sufficiently clear
and complete. A fter completing and test
ing the amplifier, we “ unbuilt” it far

enough to add a 25-volt, transformer, a
full-wave selenium rectifier, and filter ca
pacitors so as to have a 24-volt d.c. supply
for a new preamplifier. The space between
the power and output transformers is wide
enough to accommodate the rectifier and
the capacitors, and the extra transformer
will just go into the space under the out
put transformer.
And then— after the manner o f silent
picture subtitles— came stereo. The prob
lem now is to find space enough (and
strength enough) in a cabinet to hold two
o f these uuits— 118 pounds— completely
aside from the need for physical strength
enough to lift them. We shall remain quite
content with a smaller amplifier for the
second speaker, using this model for the
principal speaker and the five others that
are distributed around our home at strategic
locations. By which we mean to imply that

we consider this one of the better amplifiers
available and will continue to use it.
That is, we suppose until somebody in
troduces a practical 100-watt amplifier for
home use.
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